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Pietra Rossa ****

http://maestral-accommodation.com/


PIETRA ROSSA luxury rooms are located on the first floor of a stone building in one of the 
most prestigious and quiet residential areas of Split called Bacvice. A superb location only 3 
minutes away on foot from one of the most popular beaches in Split (Bacvice beach) makes 
this property the best choice of rentals whether you are traveling on business or for pleasure.




Discover the elegance and exclusivity of our rooms, where historical heritage meets modern elegance. 
Luxury rooms which meet the highest standards in terms of features and design

The property consists of 4 luxury queen rooms 



SUPERIOR ROOMS

Amenities:

- Wi-Fi

- Safe

- Smart TV

- Air conditioning

- Hairdryer

- Ironing facilities

- Radio

- iPod dock

- Mini-fridge

- Desk

- Tea and coffee facilities

- Pillow menu

- Queen-size bed

- Bathroom products

With an exclusive and intimate vibe, Pietra Rossa offers 2 stylishly superior decorated rooms, each with 
soundproofing and air conditioning for a good night's sleep, plus all the home comforts – smart TVs, powerful 

rain showers, designer furniture, memory foam mattresses  



DELUXE ROOMS
With an exclusive and intimate vibe, Pietra Rossa offers 2 stylishly superior decorated rooms, each with 

soundproofing and air conditioning for a good night's sleep, plus all the home comforts – smart TVs, powerful rain 
showers, designer furniture, memory foam mattresses  

Amenities:

- Wi-Fi

- Safe

- Smart TV

- Air conditioning

- Hairdryer

- Ironing facilities

- Radio

- iPod dock

- Mini-fridge

- Desk

- Tea and coffee facilities

- Pillow menu

- Queen-size bed

- Bathroom products




  Bathroom: 
  • Shower

  • Hydromassage shower

  •  Rain-shower heads

  • Hair dryer

  • Complimentary toiletries

  • Slippers

  • Long-stay amenities (upon request)

  • Weight scale (upon request)




 NEIGHBOURHOOD:

Bacvice neighborhood is one of the most prestigious residential neighborhoods of Split. Quiet and family-
friendly, it is within easy walking distance (3 minutes) from one of the city's most popular beaches, Bacvice, 
a sandy beach with a beach bar and children's playground.  


From there you can take a short and pleasant walk to the main seaside promenade, locally known as Riva, and 
Diocletian's palace, the city's most significant landmark and a UNESCO-protected site, as well as other interesting 
sights: the Pazar green market, the National Theatre building, the Fruit Square with the statue of Marko Marulic, 
"the Father of Croatian Language and Literature", made by Ivan Mestrovic, one of the most famous Croatian 
sculptors, etc.



LOCATION : CROATIA > SPLIT > CENTER CITY BACVICE > PIETRA ROSSA**** .

PIETRA ROSSA luxury rooms are located on the first floor of a stone building in one of the 
most prestigious and quiet residential areas of Split called Bacvice. A superb location 
only 3 minutes away on foot from one of the most popular beaches in Split (Bacvice 
beach) makes this property the best choice of rentals whether you are traveling on 
business or for pleasure.



